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This study investigated the effects of instructional cues on varied and 

stereotyped play responses of one typically developing 5-year-old child. Responses 

were observed across four sets of play materials: blocks, DUPLO® blocks, markers and 

paints. Training included praise contingent upon forms consistent with the instruction. 

Two instructions were each trained with corresponding instruction signs, “Try something 

different” (on blue paper) and “Do the same thing” (on yellow paper) for block and 

DUPLO block forms. Results show differentiated novel responding during the 

experimental phase. The same differential effect in marker forms occurred in the sign 

alone phase. When the sign plus instruction was introduced for painting sessions, novel 

forms in the same condition discontinued and began to occur in the different condition. 

These findings suggest stimulus control of behavioral variation and behavioral 

consistency. The implications for both science and society are discussed. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

B.F. Skinner and other influential theorists have written on the importance of 

creativity and its role in society. Skinner (1968) stated, “A culture must remain 

reasonably stable, but it must also change if it is to increase its chances of survival. The 

‘mutations,’ which account for its evolution, are the novelties, the innovations, the 

idiosyncrasies which arise in the behavior of individuals…some prove valuable and are 

selected by the culture.” Kantor and Smith (1975) also suggested the importance of 

novelties and innovations: “All the miraculous happenings of human civilization must be 

traced back to the development by individuals of creative, imaginative and craftsman 

behavior.” Albert Einstein, considered one of the most creative people of our time, 

affirms the importance of creativity and inventiveness in his famous quote, “Imagination 

is more important than knowledge.” 

Bijou (1993, p. 150) stated, “creativity is an honorific word referring to a state or 

quality of being creative that is said to be beneficial to the individual, society and even 

the race. Often associated with the word creative are talent, ingenuity, gifted, intuition, 

discovery, inventiveness, originality and inspiration.” Bijou provided a preliminary 

behavioral definition of "creativity" as novel and original behaviors (Bijou, 1993, p. 150). 

Research groups (e.g., Pryor, Haag & O’Reilly, 1969; Newman, Reinecke & Meinberg, 

2000) defined novel responses as those that had not been previously emitted. In 

empirical investigations, the novelty of responses is typically defined in relation to 

previous responses of a behaving individual (Winston & Baker, 1985).  

Novel responses are not only valued by society in general but the emission of 

varied responses enhances the effectiveness of some behavior treatments. Behavioral 
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variation is necessary for shaping new desired behaviors in which the natural variations 

are selected and reinforced as they more closely approximate a target behavior. Varied 

behavior also allows differential reinforcement of alternative behaviors (DRA) when a 

decrease in rate of problem behavior is targeted. In these procedures, an alternative 

response is differentially reinforced and some unwanted behavior is concurrently 

extinguished. Although extinction procedures alone can be effective, two troublesome 

side effects are extinction bursts and extinction-induced aggression (Lerman, Iwata and 

Wallace, 1999). A noncontingent reinforcement (NCR) procedure (Vollmer, Iwata, 

Zarcone, Smith & Mazaleski, 1993) can attenuate these side effects, however an 

opportunity would be missed to add a desirable behavior to the individual’s repertoire. A 

high rate of reinforcement in the DRA procedure could also prevent these side effects 

although a lack of variety in responding decreases the chance to reinforce alternative 

behavior making the extinction procedure more difficult to carry out. 

The procedure of reinforcement typically narrows the range of topographies in a 

response class. Thorndike’s (1898) earlier work demonstrated this effect when his cats’ 

behavior became less variable as they learned to emit only the topography that resulted 

in their release from the puzzle box. The time it took to escape decreased from 150 

seconds to 10 seconds in less than 25 sessions. During the last few trials, the cats 

always escaped the box in less than 10 seconds. Consistent behavior is a product of 

reinforcement and can be measured across a number of dimensions including percent 

correct, rate, latency or location. Consistent behavior is the high probability of behavior 

occurring at a small range of values of a specific dimension of behavior. Conversely, 
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variable behavior can be defined as the high probability of behavior occurring at many 

different values of a specific dimension of behavior.  

In the late 1960s researchers began to suggest that variable behavior itself could 

be reinforced. One of the earliest studies showing such an effect was conducted by 

Pryor et. al (1969) in which the experimenters produced novel gross motor movements 

in a porpoise by providing food contingent upon movements “not part of the normal 

swimming action of the animal.” By the end of the study, 16 different behaviors had 

occurred. Only five of those behaviors had been observed to occur spontaneously in 

that species; four movements had been trained in the past only by shaping procedures; 

three of the movements occurred spontaneously in another genus and four previously 

unobserved behaviors occurred.   

Goetz and Baer (1973) studied the production of novel responses in children. 

They provided descriptive praise contingent upon any block forms preschool children 

had not previously built. The data for each of the three participants showed an increase 

in number of diverse forms per session and an increase in novel forms produced across 

sessions. Further, descriptive praise alone resulted in 16 new forms in 15 sessions. For 

all three participants, diversity and novelty in block building was shown to be dependent 

upon reinforcement contingencies. In addition, consistency in block building was also 

dependent upon reinforcement contingencies. That is, new forms emerged only during 

periods when reinforcement was contingent on different forms and no new forms were 

built in the phase during which reinforcement was contingent on building the same form.  

Later studies by the same research group explored similar procedures across a 

variety of media including paints, markers, blocks and LEGO® blocks. (Kirkbi AG 
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Corporation, Switzerland, www.lego.com) (Goetz & Salmonson, 1972; Goetz & Baer, 

1973; Holman, Goetz & Baer, 1977; Goetz, 1981). The 1977 Holman, Goetz & Baer 

study replicated Goetz and Baer (1973) and in addition, collected collateral data on the 

generalization of diversity of response forms to similar materials. Although they saw an 

increase in response variety for painting (the dependent variable), there was little 

evidence of generalization to blocks after the reinforcement procedure alone. A second 

experiment investigated generalization of behavior to materials more similar to painting, 

namely pen drawing. In this follow-up experiment, more specific instructions were 

provided to the participant including examples of different pen drawing responses. The 

authors concluded, “To a sharply limited extent then, the generalization of creative 

responding was extended more easily, and more reliably, to the similar than to the 

dissimilar tasks of this study.” Taken together, these two investigations demonstrate an 

increase in frequency of novel responses given descriptive praise contingencies alone. 

However, limited generalization of creative responses occurred, more often to closely 

related tasks than to dissimilar tasks.  

Stimulus control of creative responding can be beneficial in two ways. The 

training of discriminative control over novel responding may (a) facilitate more 

pronounced generalization effects across tasks and (b) reduce the probability of 

creative responding generalizing to situations where novel responding would be 

counterproductive. The ability to respond creatively is advantageous in many conditions 

while consistency in response topographies is appropriate in others. A further benefit of 

stimulus control over variable responding is the immediacy with which novel behaviors 

could occur. If variation is under the control of a specific antecedent (e.g., an instruction), 
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given the presence of that instruction an increase in variety will in turn increase the 

probability that some alternative behavior will occur and be available for reinforcement. 

There are many advantages to choosing an instruction as the discriminative stimulus 

(e.g., portability, low cost, simplicity). Bentall and Lowe (1987) contend that the 

development of verbal repertoires greatly alters human operant performance. They 

demonstrated the power with which instructions evoke behaviors, given repeated 

reinforcement, even in children as young as 2.5 years of age.  

Newman, Reinecke and Meinberg (2000) introduced instructions in teaching their 

participants to respond variably via a self-management procedure. Variability increased 

for all three participants when the researchers preceded participants’ responses with the 

reminder not to be “boring,” and followed responses with the descriptive praise “Give 

yourself a penny, that (response) was different.” Increased variability was seen in 

responses for the three participants with autism, in (a) toy play, (b) responses to “How 

are you?” and (c) drawing. This study showed that even in populations that typically 

demonstrate difficulties in producing varied behavior, there are experimental conditions 

in which varied responses occur. Furthermore, the behavior of the participants 

appeared to be under instructional control (“Don’t be boring”); however, there was no 

experimental manipulation to determine the effects of the verbal reminder.  

The development of instructional or contextual control of creative responding can 

be important for further learning. A teaching technology to develop instructional control 

over both varied and consistent responses is needed. This would give teachers a 

portable technology for evoking both creativity and consistency in topographies, 

depending on the prevailing circumstances. When teaching a mand, for example, 
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evoking verbal variability would increase the availability of different sounds and thus 

increase the probability of reinforceable approximations. When the target behavior 

occurs, an instruction to maintain that response would increase the opportunities to 

reinforce the target label and thus facilitate appropriate vocalizations.  

The present study combines features of earlier studies to investigate the effects 

of trained cues on the novel and diverse play responses of young children. Specifically 

the stimuli, response definitions and independent variables from the Holman, Goetz and 

Baer study are used herein, plus several dependent measures are added. The Newman, 

Reinke and Meinberg study led here to specific experimental manipulations of 

instructions to “Do the same thing” or to “Try something different.” 
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METHOD 

Participant 

The participant was a typically developing 5-year-old boy. Upon hearing the 

details of the study through word of mouth, his mother expressed interest in his 

participation. Important to later details of the study, the participant did not have reading 

skills. Initially, the participant and his 2-year-old brother came to the lab two mornings a 

week for two hours. The participant’s younger brother came as this was more 

convenient for their parents. Three months into the study the boys visited the lab three 

days a week for two hours a day.  

Setting 

Sessions were conducted in the North Texas Autism Project (NTAP) Lab in the 

Department of Behavior Analysis at the University of North Texas in Denton. The lab 

(Figure 9) is a 10-foot by 12-foot (3 m x 3.7 m) room equipped with stored toys for all 

ages, a small television with video cassette recorder (VCR), floor pillows, a trampoline 

and a child size table with matching chairs. (Table dimensions: 26 in x 26 in x 12 in [60 

cm x 60 cm x 30.5 cm])  

Materials 

 Each session was conducted at the child-size table and chairs. In each session, 

one of four sets of materials was used. The materials were selected to allow a variety of 

constructing responses. Materials were (a) a set of standard multi-colored wood blocks: 

12 different blocks available; (b) a set of standard multi-colored DUPLO® blocks (Kirkbi 

AG Corporation, Switzerland, www.lego.com): 15 different DUPLO blocks available; (c) 

a set of markers: 8 colors available; and (d) a set of tempra paints: 8 colors available. 
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The markers were arranged in a tray cap-end down, with caps attached to a flat surface 

with joint compound. This arrangement decreased the time spent looking for and 

manipulating the pen cap. The paints were arranged in a similar manner with one 

paintbrush per color in a spill-proof container with matching lid. Each time markers or 

paints were presented, a single sheet of 8.5 inches by 11 inches (21.6 cm x 27.9 cm) 

white paper was provided. See Appendix A for sample setups. 

In each session, one of three different signs, used to signal a condition, was 

placed on the table. Each sign measured 12 inches by 8 inches (30.5 cm x 20.3 cm) 

folded in half length-wise to stand alone. The signs used were either blue (having the 

word different in white letters), yellow (having the word same in white letters) or green 

(always blank).  

Lastly, a large selection of Happy MealTM toys (McDonald’s Corporation, Oak 

Brook, IL, www.mcdonalds.com) was used at the completion of all sessions following 

initial baseline. 

Experimental Design 

A multiple baseline across play materials was used with signs alternated in a 

multielement fashion. The effects of colored signs, with and without associated 

instructions, were compared across baseline and treatment phases. 

Behavior of Interest 

The behavior of interest in this study was the diversity and novelty of participant 

responses, as measured by response products. Many measures (e.g., form diversity, 

new forms and session duration) were used to replicate and compare this research to 

past studies. Other measures (e.g., number of elements, different elements and 
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different colors) expanded observations to capture alternative dimensions in which each 

response could potentially vary. Measures of response products were based on 

definitions as follows: 

1. Block forms: 20 structures each composed of two or more blocks defined by 

Goetz and Baer (1973) are listed in Table 1. 

2. Drawing forms: 23 drawings consisting of any number of parts as defined by 

Goetz & Salmonson (1972) are listed in Table 2. 

3. DUPLO block forms: 13 structures each composed of two or more DUPLO 

blocks as described by Holman, Goetz and Baer (1973) are listed in Table 3. 

4. Paint forms: 24 drawings each of one or more strokes as defined by Goetz & 

Salmonson (1972) are listed in Table 4. 

5. Form diversity: The number of forms appearing at least once in one session’s 

construction(s) (Goetz and Baer, 1973). 

6. New forms: Number of forms appearing in a given session’s construction that 

had not appeared in any prior construction (Goetz and Baer, 1973). 

7. Number of different colors: The number of different colors used in a session. 

8. Number of different kinds of elements: The number of different kinds of 

elements used in one session’s construction(s) was counted for blocks, DUPLO blocks 

and drawings only. For example, a ship with a hull, sail and man would be three 

elements: green rectangle for the hull, orange triangle as the sail and yellow cylinder for 

the man. Different drawing elements were the number of different kinds of strokes used 

in a construction (i.e., a face with a head, eyes and mouth would be two elements: head 
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and eyes as circles and mouth as a curve). Elements were not counted for painting as 

strokes often blended with other strokes and proved too difficult to score. 

9. Total number of elements: The total number of blocks or strokes used in each 

construction. Again, elements were not counted for painting. 

10. Play duration: The number of minutes spent contacting the materials in each 

session. 

Videotaping 

 Each session was videotaped from the moment the instruction was given to the 

time when the participant indicated he was finished with the construction. The 

experimenter then stated the date and length of the session duration aloud. 

Interobserver Agreement 

 A second observer was trained to score constructions built for each of the four 

play materials. In training, the experimenter stated the definition of each dependent 

variable, an example of each play form was provided and any questions were answered. 

The second observer then watched videotapes and scored 30% of the first baseline 

phase for each set of play materials. When the observations of the second observer 

matched 100% of those of the experimenter, the second observer then scored the rest 

of the experiment’s sessions. In the event that the baseline observations did not match, 

the definitions were re-addressed, further questions were answered and examples were 

applied to the specific constructions in which there was disagreement.  

Independent Variables 

 Oral instructions “Try something different” and “Do the same thing” were 

associated with blue and yellow signs, respectively, in various sessions throughout 
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many of the baseline and all the treatment conditions. The green sign, associated with 

general instructions, was used as a control condition throughout. Descriptive praise was 

introduced during treatment phases for constructions consistent with the instruction 

present.  

Procedure 

Pretraining and Rapport Building 

The experimenter spent a number of sessions building rapport with the 

participant. This was achieved by providing noncontingent preferred items, fading in the 

researcher’s proximity to the participant, and providing preferred items for smiles, 

interactions and approaches. The experimenter then faded in everyday instructions (e.g., 

“give me,” “turn off,” or “go find”) to assess control of the child’s instruction following. 

Achieving ten out of ten instructed responses in a session demonstrated adequate 

instructional control for this study. 

Session Structure 

In each baseline and treatment session, one of four different play materials 

(wood blocks, DUPLO blocks, markers or paints) was presented with one of the three 

condition signs. Materials were presented in varying orders. The experimenter stated 

aloud the date and the duration of each session on the tape. A session began as soon 

as the child contacted the materials and ended when the child stated he was finished or 

stopped playing for three seconds and replied in the affirmative to the experimenter’s 

question, “Are you finished?” When the construction was finished the child was directed 

to a non-related activity. Data on form diversity, new forms, session duration, element 

diversity, number of elements and color diversity were collected.  
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Baseline 

Several baseline conditions were conducted with each set of materials to assess 

the initial function of the signs and the oral instructions. In the first baseline condition 

one sign was used each session and only general instructions were provided (e.g., 

“Build with blocks,” “Build with DUPLO blocks,” “Draw with markers,” or “Draw with 

paints.”)  The blue sign had the word “different” printed in white letters, the yellow sign 

had “same” printed in white and the green sign was always blank. Each completed 

construction was videotaped for scoring purposes.  

Participation Prize 

This prize was presented to encourage the participant to continue to participate 

(Holman, Goetz & Baer, 1977). Initial baseline conditions continued and for the 

remainder of the study all sessions began by presenting the child with a bag of five to 

eight small plastic toys. The participant chose one prize and placed it aside. When he 

indicated he was finished with the construction, the participant was then given the prize 

he chose and redirected to a different area of the room. 

Signs and Oral Instructions 

In this condition, the oral instructions in each session were specific to the sign 

presented in order to assess the effects of the verbal instruction on response products. 

The specific instruction given in the presence of the blue sign was “Try something 

different.” With the yellow sign present, the instruction was “Do the same thing.”  When 

the green sign was present, only the general instruction, “Build/draw with (materials)” 

was given.  If any new forms were built in the “Do the same thing” condition the 

experimental conditions followed. 
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Experimental Phase 

The experimental conditions involved the specific training of responses 

consistent with each of the verbal instructions provided. Specific social praise and 

feedback were given contingent upon responses that met the criteria for that condition. 

Cue training: “Try something different” condition.  

When the blue sign was present and the experimenter said “Try something 

different,” if the first form constructed was different than any form previously constructed, 

the experimenter provided descriptive praise (Goetz & Baer, 1973). Each construction 

the child created that differed from others in that session (e.g., a different form was built, 

a different element was used or a different color was used) feedback and descriptive 

praise were provided. For example, if the child put a red block on the table and placed a 

blue block on top and a “story” had never been constructed the experimenter said, “Oh 

great! A ‘story,’ that’s different.” Then if he placed another blue block next to the red 

block the experimenter said, “Wow, a fence! That’s different” [than the previous form]. 

Then if he placed a yellow block next to the blue block the experimenter said, “Oh wow! 

Now a yellow block, that is different.” The left panel of Figure 1 shows the sequence of 

criteria for descriptive praise in one different session. 

Cue training: “Do the same thing” condition. 

When the yellow sign was present and corresponding instructions were given, 

the experimenter provided descriptive praise for the first construction if it was similar to 

any other form constructed. When the following response products were similar to other 

products in that session praise was subsequently provided. Again, feedback and praise 

were provided for similar responses across all measures (Right panel of Figure 1). 
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Control condition. 

Periodically, the green sign was presented and general instructions were 

provided. No social praise was given in this condition. 
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RESULTS 

Figures 2-8 display data collected across play materials. Figure 2 shows the 

cumulative number of novel forms the participant constructed with the different play 

materials in various sign conditions across all phases. Figure 3 displays the total 

number of different forms built in each session in each sign condition. Figure 4 shows 

each session’s duration. The total number of elements used in constructions in each 

session is shown in Figure 5. Figures 6 and 7 show respectively, the number of different 

elements (Figure 6) and colors (Figure 7) used in constructions in each session across 

all phases. Figures 2, 3, 4 & 7 show those data for blocks, DUPLO® blocks (Kirkbi AG 

Corporation, Switzerland, www.lego.com), markers and paints. Because of the 

complexity of the paint formations, there were no data collected on number of elements 

or different elements used. Therefore, Figures 5 and 6 present data for blocks, DUPLO 

blocks and markers only. Lastly, Figure 8 shows the cumulative number of simulations 

the participant constructed with the different play materials in each condition across all 

sessions. Therefore, Figures 2 and 8 should be analyzed carefully as data are plotted 

cumulatively, Figures 3-7 display frequency data as session by session values. Effects 

considered in Figures 2 and 8 should not be compared those displayed in Figures 3-7. It 

should be noted that descriptive praise was provided for constructing different forms, 

using different elements and using different colors. Constructing novel forms was not a 

criterion for reinforcement. However, because novel constructions were different than 

any other construction, all novel constructions were reinforced.  
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Novel Forms 

Baseline performance was assessed in three phases to determine (a) whether 

the signs exerted differential effects (b) whether a participation prize would affect 

performance and (c) whether adding oral instructions with the signs exerted differential 

effects. As shown in Figure 2, in the first baseline phase, the participant produced a 

total of four different response products with blocks, two with DUPLO blocks, zero with 

markers and six different paint forms. However, the number of novel forms did not vary 

systematically across signs.  The signs continued to exert no differential effects when 

the participation prize was added (Session 19) in the second baseline phase, nor did 

the prize inhibit the construction of novel forms. In the third baseline phase (Session 41), 

the addition of the verbal instruction to the already present sign produced no difference 

in responses in DUPLO blocks, markers or paints. However, the participant did build 

two more novel block forms toward the end of this phase in the “Try something different” 

condition (Sessions 64 and 66). When treatment (social praise to train the function of 

the sign and the instruction) began, a clear distinction between responses in “Try 

something different” and “Do the same thing” conditions emerged. The participant built 

eight new block forms in this phase, all of which were built in the “Try something 

different” condition.  

When praise began for blocks, the instruction was omitted for the other play 

materials leaving only the signs present. At this point, a few new DUPLO block 

constructions were built in the presence of both signs (Sessions 96 and 111). However, 

the participant drew two new marker forms only with the different sign present (Session 

110). No novel paint forms occurred when treatment began for blocks. When the verbal 
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instruction was reintroduced for DUPLO blocks, three DUPLO block forms were built 

when “Do the same thing” was presented (Session 124 and 129). One new marker form 

was drawn in the different condition (Session 123) and two new paint forms occurred in 

the same condition (Sessions 134 and 137). 

Praise then began for DUPLO blocks and in three sessions of the “Try something 

different” condition, one new form was built (Session 150). No additional DUPLO block 

forms were built with “Do the same thing.” Because the treatment effect was not as 

dramatic as it had been for blocks, social deprivation was introduced in session 152. For 

the remainder of the study, with all play materials, the experimenter attended to the 

participant as little as possible in between sessions. The experimenter instead 

encouraged the participant to interact with his brother and introduced new movies to 

watch between sessions.  

As treatment continued for DUPLO blocks, three new forms were constructed in 

the “Try something different” condition (Sessions 155 and 160). One new marker form 

emerged during this phase when the different sign was present. As there were no novel 

marker forms occurring with the same sign, praise was not introduced with markers to 

allow for generalization to these materials. Novel paint forms continued to occur with the 

same sign so the verbal instruction was added for paints and two new forms emerged 

both in the presence of “Try something different” (Sessions 167 and 187). 

Different Forms 

In Figure 3, baseline phases with the sign alone and participation prize show a 

steady performance in the number of different forms produced per session, irrespective 

of sign conditions. When the verbal instructions were added for the third baseline phase, 
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the number of different block forms built decreased to one per session across all sign 

conditions during the last 10 sessions (Session 63-76). However, different forms 

continued to appear with DUPLO blocks, markers and paints. When praise began for 

blocks, one form was built per session in the “Do the same thing” condition and this 

performance remained consistent for the remainder of the study. The number of block 

forms built in “Try something different” remained at one form throughout most of the 

phase, although this one form was frequently a novel form (not previously emitted in the 

study). Occasionally, more or less than one block form was constructed. This occurred 

twelve times during this phase, ten of which were when “Try something different” was 

present. In five sessions during this phase, zero different forms were scored. That is, 

the block forms built during that session did not fit any of the Goetz and Baer form 

definitions. Although these constructions were novel constructions, they were not 

counted as a novel form or a different form. During treatment with blocks, there was no 

evidence of control by the signs in DUPLO blocks, markers or paints, as performance 

did not systematically differ across signs.  

In the return to sign plus instruction baseline in DUPLO block sessions (Session 

114), there was a distinct increase in the number of different forms built in all three sign 

conditions. Upon the introduction of treatment with DUPLO blocks, forms decreased to 

one form with each instruction. When social deprivation was introduced, there was a 

general increase in the number of different forms built in each session. In the “Try 

something different” condition, different forms reached a high of eight (Session 158) and 

were generally higher than those forms in the “Do the same thing” condition (Session 

160). However this increase lasted only six sessions. With markers, different drawing 
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forms began to occur more often in both sign conditions once social deprivation 

between sessions was in effect. When the verbal instructions were added for paint 

forms (Session 165), performance continued as it had in the previous phase with the 

exception of one slight increase in the number of different forms built during the last “Try 

something different” session (Session 187). 

Session Duration 

As seen in Figure 4, durations of baseline block and painting sessions were 

longer overall than in any other phase of the experiment for those materials. The 

introduction of the participation prize decreased time spent contacting the materials for 

both blocks and paints. Session duration for blocks and paints remained under four 

minutes for most of the study. DUPLO block session duration was stable until the 

instructions were added after treatment had begun for blocks (Session 114). Duration 

then increased under all instruction conditions. When treatment was introduced for 

DUPLO blocks and social deprivation was in effect, DUPLO block session duration 

increased in all instruction conditions, the most dramatically in the “Try something 

different” condition (Sessions 155 and 160). However, these effects did not maintain. 

Session duration increased to nine minutes 15 seconds (Session 160) but decreased 

again to less than two minutes (Session 162). Session duration for markers did not 

change across any phases. Paint duration increased after social deprivation was 

introduced but the longer duration lasted only one session (Session 159). This one 

increase in session duration occurred when the different sign was present. 
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Total Number of Elements 

Despite some variation in the total number of elements used during the three 

baseline phases with blocks, DUPLO blocks and markers, the number per session did 

not differ within sign conditions for any of the play materials as shown in Figure 5. With 

markers there was a slight increase in the number of elements used in the sign alone 

phase (Sessions 2-9). When the participation prize was added there was a decrease in 

number of blocks used per session. The number of DUPLO blocks used increased in 

the prize phase to a high of 13 (Session 31) and decreased again in the last session. 

Marker strokes remained steady in most of the prize baseline phases but began to 

decrease toward the end of the phase. When the instruction was added to the sign, the 

number of elements decreased and remained at around two for block sessions. DUPLO 

blocks used continued to decrease and stabilized between eight and four. Marker 

strokes used remained low in the sign plus instruction phase and increased in the last 

three sessions. When praise began for blocks (Session 76), most forms remained at 

two blocks each. More than two blocks were used 10 out of 12 times in the “Try 

something different” condition. Elements used in either DUPLO blocks or markers did 

not change when treatment began for blocks, although in one marker session a total of 

16 strokes was used (Session 109) in the different condition. When the instruction was 

reintroduced in the third DUPLO block baseline, the number of elements increased to as 

many as 32 (Session 135) and the number of marker strokes remained elevated at 

around 15 strokes. When treatment began for DUPLO blocks, elements decreased to 

two DUPLO blocks for both sign conditions and marker strokes decreased to six 

elements (Session 149). When social deprivation was added, blocks used remained at 
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two whereas DUPLO blocks increased to 38 (Session 160) in the different condtion and 

marker strokes increased to 42 (Session 184) also in the different condtion. DUPLO 

blocks used decreased in the last three sessions of the study while marker strokes 

increased, the highest number of strokes used in different conditions (Sessions 166 and 

185). There remained no differential effects within sign conditions in the DUPLO block 

and marker treatment phases. 

Number of Different Elements 

Figure 6 shows the number of different elements used in session conditions 

throughout the study. In addition, the average number of different elements used in 

session constructions is shown by an open triangle for each baseline and treatment 

phase. The number of different elements used varied across baseline and treatment 

phases in block and DUPLO block constructions. The number of different marker 

strokes used remained relatively stable throughout the study. In baseline phases, the 

number of blocks, DUPLO blocks and drawing strokes used did not differ on the basis of 

signs/instructions. Overall, the average number of blocks per session decreased across 

baseline phases and remained at two throughout treatment. When treatment began for 

blocks, the number of different blocks used stayed at two for most sessions. 

Occasionally, more or fewer than two blocks were used. These deviations always 

occurred in the “Try something different” condition. The average number of different 

DUPLO blocks used was slightly higher in the prize baseline phase than in the other 

three first baseline phases. When the sign and instruction baseline was reintroduced 

after treatment began for blocks (Session 114), the average number of different kinds of 

DUPLO blocks dramatically increased for all instructions. When social praise was added, 
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different DUPLO blocks decreased to two elements for four of the six sessions (Session 

143). Social deprivation began and the number of different DUPLO blocks increased for 

four sessions. Generally, the number of different elements was higher in the “Try 

something different” condition. The number of different strokes used in the participant’s 

drawings did not vary systematically across signs, instructions or treatment conditions. 

Different Colors 

Figure 7 shows that different colors used varied in block, DUPLO block and paint 

baseline constructions. Marker constructions remained at one or two different colors 

throughout all three baseline conditions. The participation prize did not affect the 

number of different colors in blocks although only two were used in the last sessions 

(Sessions 36 and 37). Frequently, three different colors of DUPLO blocks were used 

throughout the prize baseline phase. Different paint colors immediately decreased from 

seven colors (Session 18) to one color (Session 23) in the participation prize phase. 

When the oral instruction was added to the sign, block constructions continued to 

contain two colors and the occasional deviation occurred in all three sign conditions. 

DUPLO block constructions remained at three colors for most sessions and up to three 

different paint colors were used. During treatment with blocks, the number of colors 

remained at two in most sessions. When more or fewer than two different colors were 

used, they typically occurred in the “Try something different” condition. The number of 

different colors used with the DUPLO blocks, markers and paints did not change during 

treatment with blocks. When the instruction was reintroduced for DUPLO blocks the 

number of different colors increased to four (Session 120) in all instruction conditions 

(four was the maximum), whereas marker and paint performance did not change. The 
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number of different colors decreased to two in all instruction conditions once treatment 

began for DUPLO blocks (Session 144). Upon the introduction of social deprivation, 

different DUPLO blocks colors increased to four again (Session 156) but did not 

maintain in the last three sessions. The number of different colors used in markers and 

paints did not systematically vary. 

Novel Simulations 

Novel simulations were constructed during baseline phases and occurred in all 

sign conditions across materials as shown in Figure 8. Novel block simulations were 

built during the participation prize phase in each of the three sign conditions (Sessions 

21, 25 and 36). When the oral instruction phase was introduced, one more block 

simulation occurred in both the same and different conditions (Sessions 46 and 66). 

Novel DUPLO block simulations only occurred in the different condition during the 

participation prize and sign plus instruction baseline phases (Sessions 42 and 55). One 

marker simulation occurred in each of the sign conditions during the sign and 

participation prize phases (Sessions 2, 6 and 17). When treatment was introduced for 

blocks (Session 77), seven new simulations occurred in the different condition. Novel 

DUPLO block simulations continued to occur during the sign alone phase and when the 

instruction was reintroduced, novel simulations occurred only in the same condition 

(Session 114 and 127). Novel simulations with markers occurred only in the different 

condition throughout the remainder of the study. Novel paint simulations occurred only 

in the same condition until the instruction was reintroduced (Session 167) and then one 

novel simulation was painted in the “Try something different” condition.  
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Interobserver Agreement 

A second observer scored tapes for 30% of sessions for each set of play 

materials. Interobserver agreement was calculated by dividing the number of 

agreements by the number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100. 

As the session duration was stated aloud on each videotaped session, there was no 

interobserver agreement needed for duration. Agreement was 94% for number of 

different forms built with blocks. All other block measures (number of different elements, 

total number of elements and different colors) were in 100% agreement. Agreement 

was 76% for number of different DUPLO block forms built. All DUPLO block form 

disagreements occurred when one observer counted a simulation as accurately labeled 

by the participant and the other observer did not. There was 98% agreement for the 

number of different DUPLO block elements, 95% agreement on total number of DUPLO 

blocks used and 99% agreement of different colors used in DUPLO block sessions. 

Agreement was 85% for both different marker forms and different elements used. There 

was 80% agreement for number of elements used in marker constructions and 100% 

agreement in number of colors used. In paint constructions, there was 91% agreement 

of different forms and 100% agreement of number of colors used. 
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Figure 1. The sequence of reinforcement criteria for each response in one session. The 
left flowchart represents the criteria for descriptive praise in the different conditions. The 
right flowchart represents the criteria for descriptive praise in the same conditions. 

First form of 
the day 

Descriptive praise 
including form definition, 
“Great, you made a slide! 
That is different.” 

Yes No 

No 
descriptive 
praise 

Descriptive praise 
for variation, “Oh 
wow! Now a yellow 
block! That’s 
different.” 

Is the next response a 
different form, use a 
different element or 
different color? 

No 

Yes 

First form of 
the day 

Descriptive praise 
including similar form, 
“Yes, you made another 
house! That is the same.” 

Yes No 

No 
descriptive 
praise

Descriptive praise 
for similarity, “Good! 
Now another square 
block! That is the 
same.” 

Is the form the same as 
any other previous form? 

Is the next response the 
same form, use the same 
element or the same color 
as the previous response? 

No 

Yes 

Is the form different than 
any other previous form? 

Different Condition Same Condition 
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Figure 2. Cumulative novel forms built for each of the four play materials. Filled 
circles represent sessions with the different  sign present; Open circles represent 
sessions with the same  sign present; X's represent sessions with the blank sign 
present. Arrows after session 152 indicate when social deprivation began.
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Figure 3. Different forms built for each of the four play materials. Filled circles 
represent sessions with the different  sign present; Open circles represent sessions 
with the same  sign present; X's represent sessions with the blank sign present. 
Arrows after session 152 indicate when social deprivation began.
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Figure 4. Session durations of each of the four play materials. Filled circles 
represent sessions with the different  sign present; Open circles represent sessions 
with the same  sign present; X's represent sessions with the blank sign present. 
Arrows at session 152 indicate when social deprivation began.
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Figure 5. Total number of elements used per session for each of the four play 
materials. Filled circles represent sessions with the different sign present; Open 
circles represent sessions with the same sign present; X's represent sessions with 
the blank sign present. Arrows at session 152 indicate when social deprivation 
began.
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Figure 6. Number of different elements used per session for each of the four play 
materials. Filled circles represent sessions with the different sign present; Open 
circles represent sessions with the same sign present; X's represent sessions with 
the blank sign present; Triangles represent average different elements used per 
phase. Arrows at session 152 indicate when social deprivation began.
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Figure 7. Different colors used per session for each of the four play materials. Filled 
circles represent sessions with the different sign present; Open circles represent 
sessions with the same sign present; X's represent sessions with the blank sign 
present. Arrows at session 152 indicate when social deprivation began.
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Figure 8. Cumulative novel simulations for each of the four play materials. Filled 
circles represent sessions with the different  sign present; Open circles represent 
sessions with the same  sign present; X's represent sessions with the blank sign 
present. Arrows after session 152 indicate when social deprivation began.
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DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate whether varied and consistent 

play responses could be controlled by instructions. Before intervention, in the first and 

third baseline phases, the condition sign, with or without oral instructions, had little 

effect on play responses for this participant. Once praise contingent on responding 

consistent with the instruction was introduced with blocks, verbal instructions 

occasioned corresponding novel block constructions (Figures 2 and 8). In DUPLO® 

blocks (Kirkbi AG Corporation, Switzerland, www.lego.com), the reintroduced oral 

instructions alone did not show any effects so the praise was introduced in DUPLO 

blocks and comparable novel results followed. After training with two sets of materials, 

the reintroduced instruction controlled consistent and novel paint responses thereby 

indicating generalization of the antecedent control over differential responding. In 

addition, the condition signs alone controlled novel responding in marker constructions. 

Similar to the results of the Goetz and Baer (1973) study, the production of novel 

forms was sensitive to the consequence of descriptive praise contingent upon different 

forms per session. In addition, this study demonstrates differential control over novel 

responding by the instructions when praise was contingent on responding consistent 

with the instructions “Try something different” and “Do the same thing.” Goetz and Baer 

(1973) saw a differential effect in the number of different forms constructed per session 

given two reinforcement contingencies (i.e., a greater number of different forms per 

session when reinforcement was contingent upon different forms than when 

reinforcement was contingent on same forms). This effect on the number of different 

forms constructed per session did not occur in this experiment. Although a differential 
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effect did not occur, more variation occurred in different block forms built and other 

collected block measures when “Try something different” was instructed and responding 

consistent with the direction was reinforced. It should be noted that the results were not 

necessarily an increase (as seen in Goetz and Baer) but more variation in each of these 

measures. Interestingly, the effect on these measures was only apparent in the 

treatment phase for blocks and was not apparent for DUPLO blocks. One observation to 

note, when reinforcement was contingent upon similar block forms built per session, the 

first opportunity to reinforce similarity was when the participant built a simulation, “a 

sign,” which he had built in previous sessions. The participant subsequently constructed 

“signs” (the same form, blocks, number of blocks and colors) in the same condition for 

the remainder of the study. In DUPLO block constructions, there was no such 

construction so social praise was provided for building similar forms, using similar colors 

or using the same number of blocks. Therefore, the participant used (and received 

praise for) similar colors within a session and yet still constructed different forms or used 

(and received praise for) similar forms but used different colors and so on. Furthermore, 

Goetz and Baer reported praise contingent upon different forms increased session 

duration with their participants but this effect was not observed here.  

 More than in the Holman, Goetz and Baer (1977) study, generalization effects 

were observed here, specifically with the marker materials. When praise was contingent 

on building different block constructions in “Try something different” sessions, novelty of 

marker constructions also increased in the different condition. The lack of novel marker 

forms drawn when the same sign was present supports this claim. The addition of the 

contextual cues may have facilitated a greater generalization effect in this study. 
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 Due to lack of time, no attempt was made to establish instructional control over 

novel paint constructions. However, there are some signs that the instruction alone 

evoked novel paint forms. During baseline, very few novel paint forms were provided 

with the different sign present and four were painted with the same sign present. 

Toward the end of the study, after the signs/instructions had acquired control over block 

and DUPLO block constructions, two new paint forms were drawn in the “Try something 

different” condition and no new paint forms were drawn in the “Do the same thing” 

condition.  

The overall increase in novel forms constructed across all play materials 

demonstrates the sensitivity of this behavior to differential reinforcement of different 

forms per session.  Interestingly, the descriptive praise was not only for novel forms as 

in Pryor et al. Social praise contingent upon different forms built per session increased 

new forms constructed. As shown in this study, constructing novel forms was the 

specific behavior reinforced since novel forms did not occur merely as a product of 

increasing overall number of different forms built per session. This participant regularly 

built the same number of block or DUPLO block forms per session but many 

constructions were novel in each session.    

The effect observed in different DUPLO block forms constructed per session 

when the instructions were reintroduced before treatment suggests instructions alone 

may increase different constructions per session. Although the number of different 

forms built per session increased, novel DUPLO block forms increased only slightly and 

that occurred in the instructed same condition. When the reinforcement contingency 

was introduced, novel forms increased in the different condition but overall different 
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forms built per session decreased. This further suggested that the increase in novel 

forms for this participant was not necessarily correlated with number of different forms 

built per session.  

As materials were rotating all the time, there were rarely sessions in which one 

set of play materials was presented in two consecutive sessions. For this participant, 

the instruction to “Try something different” or “Do the same thing” may have implied 

construction of products relative to the previous session. For example, in session 130 a 

map was drawn with markers. In session 131 with DUPLO blocks and the 

sign/instruction to “Do the same thing,” the participant stated, “I can’t make a map with 

these blocks.” Although the alternating treatment design allowed an analysis of stimulus 

control, the benefit of this design is debatable. As this participant demonstrated, using 

the previous session’s responses as reference for different or same responses proved 

difficult as previous sessions were often with a different set of materials. On the other 

hand, this encouraged the participant to provide different and same responses relative 

to previous forms within session.  

The addition of the participation prize baseline had no clear effect on novel forms 

across and within sessions or different forms constructed within sessions. The variability 

in session duration throughout the study may be attributable to the variability in value of 

the participation prize. A highly desired prize may have made shorter play sessions 

more likely. In baseline, although the participant constructed forms for up to 12 minutes, 

he never approached that level again with blocks. However, toward the end of the study 

he did construct with DUPLO blocks for almost 10 minutes. The difficulty with the 

participation prize was the inability to regulate its value across sessions. These prizes 
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must have been rotated toys or their value would have decreased. There was no way to 

predict the value of the prize for this participant from session to session. Future 

research might investigate alternative ways to use a prize, as maintaining participation 

is important. Allowing the child to choose a toy at the end of each session would 

eliminate the effect each prize had on that session’s performance. Also, providing the 

child with the toy yet leave all the toys with the researcher at the end of the day could 

help maintain the value of the prize over time. 

The form definitions provided by Goetz and Baer (1973) allow standardization in 

definitions across studies. Although they were applicable to most constructions 

produced by this participant, the child did produce constructions that could not be 

scored using the current definitions, so they were not included in the data. It should be 

noted that the participant was responding in these sessions similar to sessions in which 

other defined forms were built as session duration did not decrease below average. 

Because zero forms were counted, the novel form was not captured in the data. Future 

researchers could include another category for “other” block forms built so each form is 

counted and novel “other” forms could be counted as well.  

This study suggests that it is possible to bring novel and stereotyped responses 

under stimulus control.  Whether the functional control over responding in this study was 

by the sign, the instruction, the praise, or some combination of the three, cannot be 

determined at this time. It is unclear why novel marker responses occurred with the 

different condition sign more readily than novel paint responses. The factors that 

contributed to which antecedent was more effective goes beyond the scope of this study, 

but is relevant for future research. Whether the sign or the instruction is used, both 
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antecedents are portable, simple and effective in evoking both novel and consistent 

responses after training has occurred.  

This study extends the current research on varied behavior and initiates an 

investigation of stimulus control over varied and unvarying responses in the presence of 

instructional cues (colored signs or vocal statements). Social praise was sufficient to 

bring varied and unvarying responses under stimulus control with both blocks and 

DUPLO blocks. This is not a new finding in behavior analysis as the effect of 

reinforcement that is contingent on differential behavior in the presence of different 

antecedent stimuli is well documented. The current study however extends previous 

findings by suggesting stimulus control over varying and unvarying responses, two very 

different response dimensions. The effect of the instructions was interesting in paint 

forms because before introduction of the oral instruction, novel responses were 

occurring in the same sign condition, more so than in the different sign conditions. But 

when the oral instruction was introduced, novel forms stopped occurring in the same 

condition and started to occur in the different condition. This suggests that the oral 

instruction may have been the functional antecedent for varied and unvarying 

constructions. In addition to the portability and simplicity of an instruction that evokes 

varied or consistent responding is the immediacy and reliability with which these 

responses occur. These results suggest that further investigation into the antecedent 

effects on other novel and consistent behaviors is appropriate.  

It is not clear whether the training procedure used herein would show the same 

effect with topographically different responses (e.g., verbal responses, response chains). 

For these play responses there was a clear contextual cue regarding which behaviors 
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were appropriate. Given a box of blocks, the variety of behaviors in which to display is 

narrowed thus increasing the chance different block behaviors will be reinforced. In 

reinforcing verbal responses, for example, there are few contextual cues to narrow the 

topography of behaviors to a verbal response. In this case, alternative behaviors may 

emerge when stating “Try something different.”  

Although procedures of this study affected the novel play responses of one 

participant, investigating these effects in other behaviors is needed. Play responses as 

a dependent variable seem arbitrary but may not be. These varied and novel behaviors 

provide an accepted definition of creativity for many practicing behavior analysts. 

Society in general places great value in varied and novel behaviors. Marr cites over 

1,200 books available on Amazon.com that address how to teach creativity (Marr, 2003). 

Although creative responses with these materials may not directly address skill deficits 

in many populations behavior analysts serve, creativity and the generation of novel 

responses could serve every population. From the young child to the elderly adult, every 

age and repertoire in between, every population could benefit by emitting novel 

behaviors given certain contextual conditions. Although this study shows these effects 

with one young participant’s play responses, there are many behaviors and contexts 

that this could benefit. 
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APPENDIX A 

SETUP EXAMPLES 
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Figure 9. Room setup including table with chairs and toys available between 
sessions. 

 

Figure 10. Block session setup with “different” sign and all blocks available. 
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Figure 11. DUPLO block setup with “same” sign and all DUPLO blocks available. 

     

Figure 12. Marker setup with blank sign and marker container. 
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Figure 13. Paint setup with “different” sign and paint container.
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APPENDIX B 

FORM DEFINITIONS  
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Table 1 

Definition of 20 block forms (Goetz and Baer, 1973) 

Form     Definition  

 
ADJUNCT    Two or more forms connected by a fence; at least one of the forms must  

be an enclosure, subdivision or roof. 
 

ARCH     Any placement of a block atop two lower blocks not in contiguity. 

BALANCE  Any story in which the upper block is at least four times as wide as the 
lower. 

 
CIRCLE    Arrangement of four arc-shaped blocks in contiguity to form a circle. 

ELABORATED BALANCE  Any balance in which both ends of the upper block contain additional 
blocks. 

 
ENCLOSURE    Any arrangement of fences which encloses an open area, with or without  

“gate.” 
 

FENCE  Any two or more blocks placed side by side in contiguity; if not 
contiguous, then any three or more blocks placed at regularly spaced 
intervals in a straight line. 

  
FLOOR    An inverted roof. 
 
INTERFACE    Arrangement of any two blocks with curved contours to fit precisely  

together, such as circle into hole of doughnut-shaped block, or half-circle 
into arc-shaped block. 
 

PILLAR    Any story in which the lowest block is at least twice as tall as it is wide. 
 
POST     Any story in which the lowest block is at least twice as wide and half as  

tall as the upper block(s). 

RAMP  A block leaned against another, or a triangular block placed contiguous 
to another, to simulate a ramp. 

ROOF Two or more slat-shaped blocks placed flat and side by side atop at least 
two supports. 

 
 “S”     Arrangement of four arc-shaped blocks in contiguity as two half-circles to  

simulate an S. 
 

SIMULATION    A construction of blocks which resembles a real-life object and is  
explicitly labeled by child as such, usually a building, boat or swimming 
pool. 
 

(table continues)
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Table 1. (continued) 

Form     Definition  

 
STORIED ARCH   An arch built atop another arch. 
 
 
STORY    Any two or more blocks placed one atop another, the upper block(s)  

resting solely upon the lower. 
 
SUBDIVISION    Two or more enclosures in contiguity with at least one common fence. 
 
TOWER    Any story of two or more blocks, each of which is at least twice as tall as  

it is wide. 
 
 “X”     Arrangement of two V-shaped blocks in contiguity to simulate an X. 
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Table 2 

Definition of 23 marker forms (Goetz & Salmonson, 1972) 

Form     Definition  

 
CIRCULAR    Any nearly enclosed or enclosed curve including circles, ovals, ellipses,  

etc., with a diameter of at least 1 ½ “ at its widest point. The form may be 
pointed at one end. 
 

CROSS    Two lines which intersect each other, making a crosslike formation and  
meeting the following requirements: (1) if the lines are relatively equal 
length the angle of intersection is arbitrary, but the lines must intersect at 
relatively the same point on each line. (2) if the lines are not of equal 
length, the angle of intersection must be relatively close to 90°. 
 

CURVE    A line or any part of a line, at least 3” long continuously bent so that no  
portion is straight. All circulars get credit for curve. 
 

DIAGONAL LINE   A relatively straight line, at least 3” long, forming a 10° to 80° angle. 
 
HORIZONTAL LINE   A relatively straight line, at least 3” long, forming a 0° to 10° angle. 
 
IRREGULAR ENCLOSURE  Any enclosed or nearly enclosed unsymmetrical line formation leaving a  

center area with a diameter no smaller than 1½” at its widest point. 
 

MASS     Any combination of strokes in a manner that results in a solid  
colored area of at least 2” square. No uncolored area may be larger than 
½” at its widest point. 
 

OVERLAPPING SAME FORMS A duplicate with one form overlapping the other at any point. 
 
PATTERN    Three or more duplicate forms. No member of a pattern may be more  

than 3” away from another member. 
 

RECTANGULAR   Any nearly enclosed form with 4 relatively straight lines (sides) and 4 90°  
angles, approximate to within 10°. Two sides must be no smaller than 2” 
and the other two must be larger or equal. 
 

SIMULATION    A configuration which resembles a real life object. Symbols are excluded.  
To be scored as such, the form must be labeled explicitly by the child 
and be recognizable to the observer; or two observers must agree. 
 

SPATTER    Using the marker by tapping firmly on the paper until the tip is  
excessively lubricated so that each additional tap spatters tiny dots of ink 
onto the sheet. 
 

SPIRAL    A winding or coiled line which must include at least two consecutive,  
complete revolutions. May not be buried when scored as a duplicate, 
though may be later. 

 

(table continues)
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Table 2 (continued) 

Form     Definition  

 
SPIRAL CHAIN   At least two spirals connected by a line which may be straight or curved. 
 
STACCATTO    Three or more quick dabs that are not the result of spatter, clustered in  

the same area, within 3” of each other. They may or may not overlap. 
 

STACCATO LINE   A line of at least four dashlike particles following each other (not clumped  
together). 
 

SYMBOL    Any configuration which represents anything other than simulation,  
numbers, letters, signs, etc. 
 

TINKER TOY LINE   Circular forms with one or more straight lines connecting them. The  
connecting line must be at least 1” long from diameter to diameter. The 
connecting line may project into but not beyond the circular form unless it 
is connected to an additional form. 
 

TRAIN OF COLORS   A series of three or more lines, using two or more colors, forming a line  
of procession. The colors need not be touching but must be within ¼” of 
each other. The train need not consist only of lines, but can include 
areas of color providing they are arranged in train formation. 
 

TRIANGULAR    Any enclosed form with only 3 sides and 3 angles. At least 2 sides must  
be 1½” long with the third side at least 1” long. 
 

UNDULATING LINE   A line with three or more consecutive curves approximately 1” or greater  
in depth. No part of the undulating line may overlap or touch itself at any 
point. 
 

VERTICAL LINE   Any relatively straight line, at least 3” long and forming an angle between  
80° and 100°. 
 

ZIGZAG    A line or any part of a line with three or more consecutive angles formed  
by turning the brush first one way and then the other. The angle must be 
fairly sharp. A zigzag cannot overlap itself. 
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Table 3 

Definition of 13 DUPLO block forms (Holman, Goetz and Baer, 1973) 

Form     Definition  

 
ARCH     Any placement of a block atop two lower blocks not touching each other. 
 
CORNER    Any block stacked on a longer block so that both sides of each block are  

flush with each other; one end of each block flush with the other. 
 

CROSS    Any two blocks stacked so that at least one quarter of the top block  
extends over each side of the bottom block, forming a T or an X. 
 

ENCLOSURE    Any arrangement of extensions to enclose an open area. May or may not  
have a gate. 
 

EXTENSION    Any combination of two or more blocks laid end-to-end on the same  
plane, so the end of one block is butted against the end of the second 
block, or so the side of one block touches one side of the second block. 
 

FLOOR    Two or more blocks arranged so the side of the first block touches more  
than half of the side of the second block. 
 

PROJECTION    Any block protruding from either side of a second block, or from an  
extension, when neither side of the projecting block is flush with the end 
of the extension block. Also when a corner of the projecting block is 
touching a side of the extension. 
 

SIMULATION    Any construction of blocks which resembles a real-life structure, and is  
explicitly named by the child. 
 

STEP     Two or more blocks stacked one on top of the other, both sides flush, but  
the ends are not flush. 
 

STORY    Two or more blocks of the same size built exactly one on top of the  
other. 
 

SUBDIVISION    Two or more enclosures in contiguity with one or more common blocks. 
 
SYMBOL    Any configuration which represents anything other than simulation, as a  

letter or number. 
 

TREE     Any block or extension having two or more projections, the projections  
    being on the same plane. 
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Table 4 

Definition of 24 paint forms (Goetz & Salmonson, 1972) 

Form     Definition  

 
BLENDED COLOR   Any hue formed by mixing two or more pure or available colors onto the  

paper. 
 

CIRCULAR    Any nearly enclosed or enclosed curve including circles, ovals, ellipses,  
etc. with a diameter of at least 1 ½” at its widest point. The form may be 
pointed at one end. 
 

CROSS    Two lines which intersect each other, making a crosslike formation and  
meeting the following requirements: (1) if the lines are relatively equal 
length the angle of intersection is arbitrary, but the lines must intersect at 
relatively the same point on each line. (2) if the lines are not of equal 
length, the angle of intersection must be relatively close to 90°. 
 

DIAGONAL LINE   A relatively straight line, at least 3” long, forming a 10° to 80° angle. 
 
DUPLICATE    A relatively exact pair of forms clearly seen as a design, or any of the  

crossed (+) forms. The size and color may vary but the structure should  
be essentially the same. 
 

HORIZONTAL LINE   A relatively straight line, at least 3” long, forming a 0° to 10° angle. 
 
IRREGULAR ENCLOSURE  Any enclosed or nearly enclosed unsymmetrical line formation leaving a  

center area with a diameter no smaller than at least 1 ½” at its widest 
point. 
 

LAYER OF COLORS   Three or more repeated lines, using two or more different colors, 1” or  
less in width, which lie side by side. Each line should be a different color 
than the one directly beside it and separated by not more than half an 
inch. 
 

MASS     Any combination of strokes in a manner that results in a solid colored  
area of at least 2” square. No uncolored area may be larger than ½’ at its 
widest point. 
 

OVERLAPPING SAME   
FORMS   A duplicate with one form overlapping the other at any point. 
 
PATTERN    Three or more duplicate forms. No member of a pattern may be more  

than 3” away from the other member. 
 

RECTANGULAR   Any nearly enclosed form with 4 relatively straight lines and 4 90° angles,  
approximate to with 10°. Two sides must be no smaller than 2” and the 
other two must be larger or equal. 
 

SIMULATION    A configuration which resembles a real life object. 
 

(table continues) 
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Table 4 (continued) 

Form     Definition  

 
SPATTER    Three or more scattered or dashed small particles or drops resulting from  

one swing of the brush (usually from flicking the wrist). 
 

SPIRAL    A winding or coiled line which must include at least two consecutive,  
complete revolutions. 
 

STACCATTO    Three or more quick dabs that are not the result of a spatter, clustered in  
the same area, within 3” of each other. 
 

SYMBOL    Any configuration which represents anything other than simulation,  
numbers, letters, signs, etc. 
 

TINKER TOY LINE   Circular forms with one or more straight lines connecting them. The  
connecting line must be at least 1” long from diameter to diameter. 
 

TRAIN OF COLORS   A series of three or more lines, using two or more colors, forming a line  
of procession. 
 

TRIANGULAR    Any enclosed form with only 3 sides and 3 angles. At least 2 sides must  
be 1 ½” long with the third side at least 1” long. 
 

TRICKLE    A flowing or falling drop in a small, broken or gentle stream at least 1”  
long. 
 

UNDULATING LINE   A line with three or more consecutive curves approximately 1” or greater  
in depth. 
 

VERTICAL LINE   Any relatively straight line, at least 3” long and forming an angle between  
80º and 100º. 
 

ZIGZAG    A line or any part of a line with three or more consecutive angles formed  
by turning the brush first one way and then the other. 
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